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ABSTRACT 

 

Direct observations of deep-ocean current processes and their resulting deposits 

continue to be rare, difficult to record, and expensive. Thus, physical experiments give 

the geologic community a basis for predicting and testing assumptions about the 

relationships of different geological processes and how they may be expressed in the 

outcrop, wellbore, or seismic reflection data. Recognized on a global scale, density 

driven water masses move appreciable amounts of sediment along shelf margins, the 

continental slope, and the ocean floor. This is of growing importance as hydrocarbon 

exploration continues to expand beyond the lower slope into the deeper basins. The 

resultant deposits of these density-driven water masses can preserve high-resolution 

sedimentological data to aid in the interpretation of palaeoceanographic and 

paleoclimatic changes. The fundamental understanding of both the erosional and 

depositional processes and their stratigraphic relationships will greatly inform our 

understanding of the hydrocarbon potential of these deposits, their role in the petroleum 

system, and enable us to decipher changes in deep-ocean currents through time. 

 

The current study proposes a better understanding of continuous bottom currents 

and their resultant deposits in nature through an analogue “similarity of process” 

laboratory model (Hooke, R.L., 1969) where the laboratory setup is a smaller 

representation of the natural process. The continuous bottom current flume (CBCF) will 

reproduce these complex physical interactions, present relatively instant visual 

feedback, and allow for a high degree of control over the system. This model will be 
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used to investigate how continuous current-related morphologies and deposits are 

impacted by the degree of changing slope; slope-to-basin transition angles they interact 

with. While laboratory studies have been conducted looking at continuous current 

characteristics and flow velocities, no study to date has been conducted in which they 

imposed continuous current flow parallel to varying transition angles.  

 

This study tested three individual experiments utilizing a 10º slope; 170º slope-to-

basin transition angle, a 30º slope; 150º slope-to-basin transition angle, and a 50º slope; 

130º slope-to-basin transition angle which all yielded different geomorphological results 

and led to unique findings. The role of the slope-to-basin transition angle has been 

determined to be an influential factor in controlling bottom current flow characteristics, 

sediment distribution and deposition, and slope stability. These experiments will aid in 

the further understanding of how sediments are moved and molded by continuous 

bottom current interactions, assist in predicting the distribution of gravity fed sediments 

through along-slope continuous currents, and study the depositional and erosional 

geometries of these deep-ocean features as well as lead to more exciting research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Bottom currents are known to occur in settings that range from shallow-shelf to deep 

ocean waters. Although depositional features related to such bottom currents were 

documented in the 1950’s in continental slope settings (e.g., south slope of the Grand 

Banks in 1,010 meters water depth (Elmendorf and Heezen, 1957) and the continental 

slope of Portugal in 396 meters and 2,379 meters water depth (Peres et al., 1957)), 

recognition of deeper ocean bottom current features had eluded researchers until the 

1960’s. Heezen and Hollister (1964) documented photographic evidence of deep-ocean 

bottom sediment ripples described by the authors simply as “deposits related to deep 

thermohaline circulation.”  

 

The development of ocean bottom imaging through high-resolution bathymetry and 

sub-bottom profiling, as well as seismic data have shown the true extent of these 

continental margin to seafloor sedimentary features (Dunlap and Wood, 2010; Beelen, 

2021; Prieto et al., 2021). Such current generated features (i.e., contourites) are 

documented to range in size from the centimeter to kilometer scale (Stow et al., 2009) 

and appear temporarily and spatially extensive in occurrence. The ubiquity of these 

types of current features is unsurprising, since bottom currents are responsible for both 

terrigenous and biogenic particle transport throughout the global oceans, over distances 

of thousands of kilometers (McCave, 1986; Cremer et al., 1993) and play a major role in 

shaping deep-sea morphology (Faugères and Stow, 1993). Although there is little 
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question of the importance these processes and deposits play in ancient and modern 

oceans, due to the depths and conditions in which deep-ocean processes take place, 

observations of these hydrodynamic processes and their resultant deposits are often 

made difficult due to the cost and complexity of accessing such areas of the world’s 

oceans. 

 

Difficulty in observing natural sedimentological processes and resultant deposits is a 

common problem in the study of all types of natural systems. To overcome these 

difficulties, scientists often use physical models (Green, 2014). Physical models of 

clastic systems and processes provide a dynamic understanding of the relationships 

between the sedimentary-deposit and how its occurrence, morphology, sedimentology, 

and other characteristics relate to properties of the parent flow (Hamm and Dade, 

2013). In this research, I will use a newly designed, built, and tested continuous current 

flow flume to examine how the dip of the continental slope and the angle at which the 

slope impinges on the basin floor (slope-to-basin transition angle) influences continuous 

current erosional and depositional architectures that occur in the toe-to-slope region. 

 

1.1 Terminology 

 
Deep water sediments redistributed and deposited by bottom currents are often 

referred to by a variety of terms that are sometimes used interchangeably. Bottom 

current deposits and contourites both refer to sediments deposited by deep-sea, 

contour-parallel ocean currents driven by large-scale thermohaline circulation (Pickering 

and Hiscott, 2016; Webb, 2017). The broad spectrum of grain sizes, morphologies, 
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water depth, depositional environments and sedimentary facies associated with these 

types of deposits has created some confusion when trying to concisely describe and 

recognize these deposits. The work of Prieto (2016) documented the occurrence of 

bottom current deposits that were not always contour conforming in their distribution. 

Prieto et al., (2021) noted that numerous bottom-current-generated sediment waves 

(BCSW) and furrow fields did not conform to the seafloor contours and preferred that 

the term continuous-current deposits (CCD) be used to describe these forms. It is 

acknowledged however that we are examining bottom current processes so in this 

study, continuous bottom current deposits (CBCD) will be used to refer to depositional 

features created in this model. The moat is an erosional feature that often appears in 

association with continuous bottom currents located near to the toe-of-continental slope. 

This feature was first termed a “moat” by Heezen and Johnson, (1963) and defined as 

the product of bottom scours by deep-ocean currents. It may take a variety of forms 

(Davies and Laughton, 1972). In this study, the elongate feature developing through 

continuous current erosional and depositional processes, proximal to the toe-of-slope is 

referred to simply as “the moat.” 

 

1.2 Research motivation summary 

 
Understanding the links between sediment nature and movement, and the deposits 

that we see associated with continuous current processes are of vital importance to our 

understanding of both the past, present, and future ocean records. These depositional 

records often differ in their nature due to different settings having unique sediment 

supply, volume and character, seafloor physiography and variability in characteristics of 
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the continuous current flow. In addition, the engagement of terrigenous sediment hosted 

by turbidity flows interacting with deep-ocean continuous current flows is a very real 

process of scientific interest (Stanley, 1988; Viana et al., 1998; Mulder et al., 2008; 

Tournadour et al., 2015; Sansom, 2018; Miramontes et al., 2019) However, this 

research is specifically focused on the deep-ocean current component of this system. 

This work aims to better understand the role that varying slope dip changes have on 

parallel flowing bottom currents and the erosional and depositional morphologies they 

create. It is my goal to build a small-scale reconstruction of these systems while testing 

relevant questions related to continuous currents. To achieve this goal, it has been 

necessary to review work done by other researchers on the architecture of the 

continental margins and the processes that shape them and deposit margin fills. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BOTTOM CURRENTS AND THE CONTOURITE DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEM 

 

2.1 Background and Previous Workers Observations 

 
Bottom currents (frequently referred to in literature as contour currents) refer to any 

cohesive permanent or semi-permanent water-mass flows, operating under normal 

thermohaline, geostrophic, or wind-driven circulation conditions, that control the 

transport and deposition of sediment along the seafloor (Rebesco et al., 2008; Stow et 

al., 2008). Occurring in both lacustrine and marine settings, these water masses have a 

net along-slope flow while the depth below the water surface at which they move is 

directly dependent on their density (temperature, salinity, and suspended load) (Stroker 

et al., 1998). The speed of these broad currents of water can range from < 10 cms-1 

over low gradient slopes, to more constricted intermediate velocity flows of 10 – 30 cms-

1 over steeper slopes and around topographic and bathymetric obstacles, to > 30 cms-1 

through narrow gateways, passages, and over shallow sills (Stow et al., 2008). 

Spatially, velocity increase, decrease, and flow reversal can occur due to deep-tidal 

effects (Shanmugam, 2008), changes in slope gradient, and other topographic 

irregularities, leading to areas of deposition, non-deposition, and erosion (Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of bottom current flow characteristics interacting with 
different bathymetric features on the ocean bottom. Modified from (Stow et al., 2008). 
 
 

The generation and strength of bottom currents are dependent upon many different 

factors and forces, which can include tides, internal waves, barotropic waves, and 

dynamic instabilities (Shanmugam et al., 1993; Shanmugam, 2008; Rebesco et al., 

2014). Larger controls on the ability of the current to re-suspend, transport, and control 

the deposition of sediment is caused by wind and its propagation of oscillatory motion 

through the water column, thermohaline or gravity-driven circulation caused by uneven 

density distribution through changes in temperature and salinity across different global 

water masses; geostrophic currents affected by the Coriolis force of earth’s rotation; and 

topographic boundaries (boundary currents) controlled by seafloor morphology (i.e., 

continental slope) (see Rebesco et al., 2008 for additional details). 
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Global thermohaline circulation (THC), first proposed by Stommel (1958) and 

Stommel and Aarons (1960), controls the circulation and vertical movement (upwelling 

and downwelling) of ocean water and is the primary driver for large-scale ocean-bottom 

currents. This density-driven process accounts for approximately 90% of all the 

movement of water (as currents) in the oceans (Webb, 2017). Latitudinal differences in 

water temperature and salinity across the globe generate large, slow-moving currents. 

In higher latitude polar regions, where large portions of fresh water are locked up in ice, 

the sinking of colder and saltier surface waters lead to areas of deep-water formation in 

both the northern hemisphere (Labrador Sea and Greenland-Norwegian Sea) and the 

southern hemisphere (Weddell Sea and Ross Sea) (Fig. 2.2). As these higher density 

salt-water bottom currents submerge and travel, they are deflected to the right in the 

northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere by the Coriolis effect. 

Thus, resulting in the deep ocean bottom currents banking up against the continental 

slope and continental rise on the western sides of ocean basins, effectively flowing 

parallel to the bathymetric contours (Pickering et al., 2015). 
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Figure 2.2 The global thermohaline circulation (THC) showing primary sites of deep-
water formation. With permission from (Rebesco et al., 2014). 
 
 

Due to the frequent association of sediments that have been significantly reworked 

or deposited by semi-permanent bottom (contour) currents and the contouring margin of 

the continents, these deposits have been commonly referred to as contourites or 

contourite drifts. However, as noted by Prieto (2016) these deposits are not always 

paralleling seafloor contours and their geometries are influenced by many different 

tectonic, environmental, and oceanographic factors. The contourite depositional system 

(CDS) is a genetically linked range of depositional, erosional, and hybrid features 

associated with contour-following currents generated by thermohaline circulation 

(Rebesco and Stow, 2001; Stow et al., 2008; Theiblemont et al., 2019). These 

depositional and erosional features are typically elongated parallel to the continental 

margins and are located within the same depth range as the current itself (Hernández-

Molina et al., 2009).  
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Depositional features associated with contourite depositional systems are most 

commonly elongated-mounded drifts, sheeted drifts, plastered drifts, channel-related 

drifts, confined drifts, and sediment waves (Fig. 2.3); while erosional features can range 

from large to small scale slope parallel moats, erosional terraces (slide scars), 

contourite channels, furrows, and scours (Fig. 2.4) (McCave and Tucholke, 1986; 

Faugères et al., 1993; Hernández-Molina et al., 2008b; Rooji et al., 2010). Larger scale 

depositional drifts (which can range in scale from ~ 50 to 106 km2) and erosional 

features demonstrate long-term continuity of ocean bottom currents (Fig. 2.3 and 2.4) 

(Stow et al., 2008).  

 

 
Figure. 2.3 Sediment depositional drift types within deep ocean bottom current systems. 
Blue circles indicate bottom current flow. Modified from (Rebesco et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2.4 Primary erosional features within deep-ocean bottom current systems. 
Modified from (Garcia et al., 2019). 
 
 

The major controls on the different types of depositional and erosional geometries 

are the combination of both the nature and style of bottom current flow (tabular vs. 

multicore flow), the slope gradient and other topographic features, and the sediment 

supply (Stow et al., 2008). In this study, we will focus on the large scale depositional 
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elongate-mounded drifts, mega-ripples, and the associated erosive slope-parallel moats 

within the CDS, determining how the dip of the continental slope adjacent to the contour 

current influences the current and the resultant architectures and geometries of these 

erosional and depositional features.  
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CHAPTER 3 

SEAFLOOR TOPOGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTATION 

 

3.1 Background and Previous Workers Observations 

 
Topography is an extremely influential element in how currents move and behave 

on the ocean bottom. Seafloor physiography interacts with currents to steer large water 

masses and these interactions play a vital role in the location and geometry of bottom 

current deposits. This influence is largely due to the role of seafloor topography in 

influencing spatial changes in flow acceleration and deceleration, creating areas of 

erosion and deposition on the deep seafloor (Collinson et al., 2006). Such topographic 

seafloor features that influence current behavior include but are not limited to 

seamounts, salt/shale diapirs, submarine volcanoes, straits, seafloor anticlines and 

synclines, mass failures, submarine fans, and the nature of the transition from the 

continental slope to the continental rise and basin floor. The behavior and placement of 

the bottom current sediments reflect these influences. As base scalar flows encounter 

topography on the sea floor, they respond by changing speed, direction, spatial extent, 

and turbulence (Viana et al., 2007). These changes are reflected in their ability to erode, 

transport, and deposit sediment changes. 

 

The global ocean’s slope-to-basin floor, or continental slope-to-continental rise 

transition zone is a critical juncture in the source-to-sink movement of deep-ocean 

sediments (Fig. 3.1). The upper (shallower), middle, and lower slope zones exhibit 
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relatively steep gradients from anywhere between 1° to up to >13° (Rebesco et al., 

2007). At the base of the continental margin lies the continental rise (Fig. 3.1). Located 

between the continental slope and abyssal plain (basin floor), this low gradient zone is 

defined by a very gentle slope from anywhere between 0.5 - 1° (Prather et al., 2016). 

The continental rise is often a site of major accumulation of quartz rich terrigenous 

sediment passed on from the continental slope (Nelson and Stanley, 1984). MacIlavine 

and Ross (1979) have described the continental slope as marking the transition 

between largely erosional/non-depositional continental environments to largely 

depositional deep-sea environments. However, as exploration of the deep slope, rise, 

and basin have expanded in the past several decades, we have come to appreciate the 

erosional forces at work beyond the continental slope, and the liberation, transport, and 

re-deposition that goes on at the toe of the continental slope and beyond. 

 
Figure 3.1 Simplified cross-sectional profile of the continental margin to the basin floor. 

 

Seafloor topography is a critical influence on both erosion and deposition in deep 

ocean settings. Although some work has been done considering shelf- and slope-

sourced ignitive gravity flows and their interactions with the seafloor topography (Pantin 

Continental Margin 

Continental Shelf Basin Floor 
Continental 

Slope 
Continental 

Rise 

Shelf Break 
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and Leeder, 1987; Kneller et al., 1991; Maharaj, 2012), no previous research has been 

found that physically or numerically model the manner in which continuous bottom 

currents interact with seafloor topography. More recently a few publications have 

specifically tested the “sortable silt hypothesis” by McCave (1996) suggesting the ability 

to use sizes of silt to reconstruct bottom current intensities. Several studies testing this 

hypothesis (Culp et al., 2021; Parent et al., 2019; Strom et al., 2019) confirm that silt 

sizes move and correspond to bottom current velocity. However, no experimental work 

exists examining the influence of seafloor topography on erosion and deposition by 

continuous bottom currents. 

 

Most observations regarding continuous currents and the manner in which they 

react to seafloor topography come from real world studies. McCave (2008) observed 

acoustic profiles across the northern Gardar Drift in the south Iceland basin where the 

deep western boundary current (DWBC) carries sediment from southern Iceland and its 

continental slope to create a ~1,100-km long drift. In this area, the parent flow is 

“topographically steered” by the drift itself and the Coriolis affect, thus resulting in 

stronger flow on one side of the drift compared to the other side of the drift. Investigation 

by Bianchi and McCave (1999) and (2000) found coarser sediments on the eastern, 

more gently dipping side, compared to the western side verifying the influence of 

seafloor topography on grain size distributions in these drifts. More recently, work done 

by J.F Hernández-Molina (2009) along the continental slope of the southern Argentine 

margin, describes both erosional features (moats, terraces, and channels) as well as 

depositional features (elongated-mounded drifts, separated drifts, and plastered drifts) 
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occurring in response to the 1 – 3.5 km deep ocean currents impinging on the Argentine 

slope. Within the Campos Basin in offshore SE Brazil, Alves (2010) noted the 

development of moats paralleling the orientation of the continental slope in the toe-of-

slope current generated wave field deposits, suggesting that these erosional features 

are in part controlled by the nature of the continental slope-to-basin topography. 

However, little work has been systematically done to understand how changes in the 

continental slope-to-basin transition zone affects the nature of moats and/or sediment 

wavefields developing under the influence of continuous current processes. This study 

will examine such interactions and outcomes.   
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CHAPTER 4 

THE MOAT AND ASSOCIATED DEPOSITIONAL BEDFORMS 

 

4.1 Background and Previous Workers Observations 

 
Stow (1979), one of the pioneer researchers to examine erosional and depositional 

features developing along the continental toe-of-slopes, defined the “moat” as “a 

channel shaped physiographic feature associated with large, toe-of-continental slope 

drifts.” Moats are erosive features that are thought to form due to an abrupt acceleration 

of ocean currents as flow is modified around existing topography, leading to erosion or 

non-deposition, and exposing older underlying sediments (Heezen and Johnson, 1963; 

Johnson and Johnson, 1970).  

 

Through modern technological advances in geophysics and seismic interpretation 

methods, erosional moats have been identified in both modern and ancient sedimentary 

records across the globe. Dominant topography in ocean basins such as seamounts 

and slope-to-basin morphologies have shown evidence of incision at the point of slope-

to-basin transition in both modern-day and ancient margins. 

 

Chen et al. (2014) documents erosional moats and non-deposition occurring along 

present-day exposed seamounts, and through detailed seismic, in paleo-moats once 

controlled by buried seamounts and regional faulting in the South China Sea. Chen 

(2014) explains these “along-slope depressions” as the result of “streamline distortion of 
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ocean currents around the obstacles” and suggests such distortion will be “affecting the 

sediment distribution.” The Alvarez Cabral Contourite Moat off the Algarve margin in the 

Gulf of Cadiz has been intensely studied and documented by García et al. (2009). This 

moat is described as a WSW trending erosional feature that runs parallel to the upper 

slope of the margin and is 80 km long, 3.5 – 11 km wide, and incises up to 100 m 

(García et al., 2009). Paralleling and adjacent to a steep, 1.5º – 3º upper continental 

slope (Figure 4.1), the Alvares Cabral Moat takes an asymmetrical geometry. Seismic 

profiles taken across the moat and perpendicular to the flow axis show the continental 

slope side moat margin to exhibit slope gradients up to 5.7º, while the elongated drift 

side of the moat has margin gradients of 2.8º (García et al., 2009). The direct causation 

of the asymmetric geometry of the Alvares Cabral Moat and its erosive characteristics 

has been linked by García et al. (2009) to accentuated Coriolis forces on the 

Mediterranean Outflow Water bottom currents and by topographic constrictions on the 

upper slope. The seismic-based works provide well documented examples of 

morphology associated with bottom current processes, but a more controlled 

environment, such as a physical model will allow us to better assess the influence of 

changing slope-to-basin transition angles on flow behavior and the resultant deposits 

that are often below the resolution of conventional seismic data. 
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Figure 4.1 The Alvarez Cabral Contourite Moat and transverse profiles showing its 
asymmetric geometry and the influence of the upper slope on erosional and 
depositional morphology. (Garcia et al., 2009, with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Bottom current developed depositional features occurring in and around the moat in 

toe-of-continental slope settings have been documented extensively in these natural 

systems (Heezen and Hollister, 1964; Stoker et al., 1998; Wynn and Stow, 2002b; 

Masson et al., 2004; Viana et al., 2007; Akhmetzhanov et al., 2007; Hernández-Molina 

et al., 2009; Stow et al., 2009; Rebesco, et al., 2014), and are reviewed below. 

 

Ripples can take a variety of shapes in bottom current dominated settings as either 

linear or transverse features (Stow et al., 2009). Straight crested two-dimensional 

ripples appear to be more common under slower, unrestricted flow, whereas more 

three-dimensional linguoid forms typically occur under faster flow often indicative of a 

restricted/confined setting (Stow et al., 2009). Smaller-scale ripple forms, with 
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wavelengths of < 60 cm and heights of < 6 cm, are common features on gentle slopes 

in deep water and have been noted to superimpose across larger sediment waveforms 

such as barchan dunes and contourite drifts (Wynn et al., 2002a; Wynn and Masson, 

2008). Both straight-crested transverse and sinuous-linguoid ripples were documented 

occurring on a field of barchan dunes within the Faroe-Shetland Channel where flow is 

being topographically constricted (Wynn et al., 2002b). Further observations made by 

Lonsdale and Malfait (1974) documented linguoid ripples on the up-current stoss-side of 

barchan dunes on the Carnegie Ridge in the eastern equatorial Pacific.  

 

Sediment waves are larger scale sinuous-crested bedforms developed on the open 

seafloor under the influence of bottom currents, or on slope gradients where current 

flow is parallel to slope; such slope features are generally oblique in nature and migrate 

in an up-slope direction (Wynn and Stow, 2002b). Sediment waves are typically 

composed of mud, silt, and fine sand with wave heights ranging between 15 – 50 m, 

wavelengths between 1 – 10 km, and wave crests > 10 km long (Wynn and Stow, 

2002b; Faugères et al., 1999). These large-scale depositional features include barchan 

dunes, sandwaves, gravel waves, and giant sediment waves (Wynn and Stow, 2002b). 

The initiation of sediment waves, although poorly understood, are thought to involve 

irregular deposition from bottom-current flow passing over a pre-existing irregularity in 

bathymetry, e.g., the crest of a sediment drift (Howe et al., 1998; Von Lom-Keil et al., 

2002; Wynn and Stow, 2002b). Stoker et al. (1998) documented a large field of 

sediment waves occurring on the southwest flank of a broad sheeted drift in the 

northeast Rockall Trough off the continental margin of northwest Britain. Further work 
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by Viana et al. (1998) highlights a contouritic drift covered by a field of sediment waves 

on the Demerara Rise in the central western portion of the Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Levees are elevated depositional ridges that flank the boarders of a channel. 

Traditional submarine channel-levee systems are said to require a period of prolonged 

and relatively smooth cycle of net incision, followed by net aggradation (Sylvester et al., 

2011). Furthermore, as lower shear stress occurs at the margins of a channel/moat, 

marginal “freezing” could result in the construction of these levees (Pickering et al., 

2015). Continental slope and moat-associated levees have been documented by Rooji 

et al. (2010) in the Le Danois Leveed Channel system. They highlight the evolution from 

moat to leveed channel at a transition zone where the regional slope gradient increases 

from 0.9 º to 4º (Rooji et al., 2010). Faugères et al. (1999) noted that bottom current 

moat levees parallel the margin in an elongated asymmetric nature along the 

continental slope while elongated drifts act as levees to the moat along the basin floor 

erosional surface. Palermo et al. (2014) described a unidirectional, southward-migrating 

slope channel-levee complex in the Lower Eocence Coral reservoir in the Ruvuma 

Basin in northern Mozambique off the Tanzanian margin which showed the asymmetric 

development of a large northern levee. This asymmetry in levee development was 

partially credited to high-volume turbidity currents flowing downslope, supplying further 

sediment to the continental slope-side levee. Levee asymmetry in moats has been 

noted to be thickest closest to the moat margin and thinning up slope. In the Gulf of 

Cadiz located between the Spanish and Portuguese continental margins, Mulder et al. 

(2003) describes a topographic high superimposed by sediment waves bordering the 
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main channel. This channel, formed by the Mediterranean Overflow Water, is in form 

due to the current flow depositing sediment outside the channel as it decelerates; 

suggesting the drift acts as a giant sedimentary levee built by bottom current processes. 

 

Mass failures and their associated head scarps, slide scars and deposits can occur 

both on the continental slope and on the associated basinward slope parallel drift. They 

have been attributed to destabilization of sediments by bottom currents (Laberg and 

Camerlenghi, 2008; Rooji et al., 2010) but such destabilization can occur through a 

variety of means (Moscardelli and Wood, 2014, GSA Bulletin). In the Santos Basin of 

Brazil, Viana et al. (2007) documents slope instability caused by strong contour parallel 

currents which accelerate due to flow constriction against the upper slope induced by 

Coriolis forces. Erosion of the slope in this setting induces a series of short, narrow 

aprons which introduced deposits of sand and mud into the basin. Seismic imaging 

below the modern-day western moat and drift parallel to the elongated Rosemary Bank 

seamount in the eastern North Atlantic Iceland Basin shows a 120 m thick zone of 

seismically chaotic material with an irregular base and top. This sediment package is 

overlain by a well-preserved, concave-up shaped feature on the upper slope. This 

chaotic package has been interpreted as a mid-Miocene to Pliocene mass failure whose 

failure was induced by bottom current activity in the northern Rockall Trough (Howe et 

al., 2006). A second, smaller failure preserved within the contourite drift sequence is 

located on the southern margin of the seamount and has been interpreted as a mass 

failure deposit from a failure occurring off the drift basinward of the moat (Howe et al., 

2006). Similar concave-shaped scarp failure features have been documented along the 
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Gijón and Le Danois Moat walls along the Cantabrian continental margin, and the 

southern part of the Le Danois Drift (Rooji et al., 2010). 

 

Bottom current drifts occur in many different forms in deep-ocean settings; 

elongated-mounded drifts, sheeted drifts, confined drifts, channel-related drifts, patch 

drifts, infill drifts, fault-controlled drifts, and mixed drifts (Rebesco and Stow, 2001). In 

this study we focus on depositional elongated-mounded drifts (herein called simply 

elongated drifts) formed adjacent to the moat and mostly paralleling the continental 

margin (Fig. 2.3) (Faugères and Stow, 2008; Rebesco et al., 2014). Elongated drifts 

seen in the world’s oceans are separated from the slope by a distinct moat and are 

strongly asymmetric in shape with the steeper flank bounding the moat and the more 

gentle flank extending basinward (Pickering and Hiscott, 2016). Giant elongated drifts 

can reach up to >100,000,000 km2, but drifts are also known to be only 1000 km long 

with thicknesses of up to several hundreds of meters (Faugères and Stow, 2008). 

Elongated drift morphology is primarily influenced by the contours of the continental 

slope/margin and controlled by the interaction between the slope gradient and 

bathymetric surface, and the flow characteristics and intensity (Faugères and Stow, 

2008). Other elongated-mounded drift types related to continental slope settings include 

plastered drifts (Gardar drift, Iceland Basin), located along gentle slopes and low-

velocity currents, and separated drifts (Faro-Albufeira drift, Gulf of Cadiz), which are 

elongated parallel to the slope associated with steeper slope gradients and separated 

by a distinct contourite moat (Faugères and Stow, 2008; García et al., 2009).  
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4.2 Research Question and Hypotheses 

 
The research proposed here is designed to test the following question: 

How does the nature of the transition angle between the continental slope to the 

continental rise or basin floor, influence the formation and nature of continuous bottom 

current (CBC) geomorphologic features? 

 
I hypothesize that with a smaller angle of transition between the continental slope to 

basin floor, 150º & 130º transition angle; 30º & 50º slope, we will see: 

• The current become more confined causing an increase in current velocities 

and a concentration of erosive energy at the region of transition resulting in 

truncation of underlying sediments. 

• Deposition will decrease as more sediment will be bypassed, resulting in a 

decrease in sediment wave-field mass.  

• Increased erosion at the region of transition that will result in a moat with a 

smaller width and an increased depth.  

• Increased erosion may undercut the slope resulting in gravity-driven mass 

transport processes and debris flow material filling the moat. 

 
Figure 4.2 Generalized 3D profile of the continental slope-to-basin floor transition 
showing a small angle of transition and a high continental slope dip. Transition angle 
here is defined as 180º minus the slope dip. 
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I hypothesize that with a larger angle of transition between the continental slope to 

basin floor, 170º transition angle; 10º slope we will see: 

• A less confined current with a lower current velocity comparatively.  

• Increased deposition leading to shallow drift deposits that are more 

expansive and broadly spread further up the slope. 

• An increase in the moat width and a decrease in moat depth.  

• A decrease in erosion and undercutting, resulting in a decrease of mass 

transport processes.  

 
Figure 4.3 Generalized 3D profile of the continental slope-to-basin floor transition 
showing a large angle of transition and a low continental slope dip. Transition angle 
here is defined as 180º minus the slope dip. 
 

These hypotheses will be tested using a small-scale, process similar analog model 

of subaqueous slope-to-basin physiography acted upon by a continuous bottom current. 

Details of the experiment process are described below.  
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

5.1 The Flume 

 
The continuous bottom current flume (hereinafter referred to as the CBCF) (Fig. 5.1) 

will effectively circulates water and sediment continuously around an approximately 3.5-

meter track confined to a ~19 cm channel. The tank itself is a 1.8 m L x 0.6 m W x 0.4 m 

H glass structure (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). Transparent plexiglass curved edges (referred to as 

the flow corners) will provide additional observation as currents are redirected around 

topographic conditions. A stadium-shaped center divider/island; an air-blown PVC 

skeleton coated with smooth white fiberglass reinforced PVC (FRP) walls; reduces 

turbulence and the disruption of flow while an elongated “racetrack: shaped channel 

reduces centrifugal motion of sediment and water. Having a flow discharge corner with 

adjustable pump valves allows the user to adjust the flow velocity of outgoing water 

while the return siphon corner allows water to re-enter through perforations back into 

the two pumps. Each pump is capable of producing a flow of 250 gallons-per-hour 

(GPH), 5 gallons-per-minute (GPM). The flow discharge corner and return siphon corner 

are made from white fiberglass reinforced PVC (FRP) so the pump and siphons do not 

obstruct visual observation. Previously mentioned, the CBCF is a tool to build an 

analogue “similarity of process” model that reproduces certain features of a natural 

system despite the scaling ratios (Green, 2014). However, a backing for these models 

to be treated as real, albeit simple physical systems, has gained continual support 
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(Paola, 2000; Paola et al., 2009) relying on the foundation that “the process occurring 

within the natural system will be comparable to those within the laboratory environment” 

(Clarke et al., 2010). The goal of experiments in the CBCF is to provide an 

understanding of generic CBC processes and deposits, rather than to recreate a 

specific case study. 

 

 
Figure 5.1 The continuous bottom current flume. Only the right side of the flume was 
used to measure results. The central island/divider was positioned to increase the right 
channel side to 19 cm. 
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Figure 5.2 The continuous bottom current flume (CBCF) map view, flow corners, and 
center divider/island. 
 
 
5.2 The Sediment 

 
The experiment uses a size-selected grain size of 10 – 74 µm, non-cohesive, 

carbonate-free, quartz-density silt. Silt sized grains are common along the continental 

rise (Hay, 2014), make-up large portions of drift deposits (Shanmugam, 2008), and 

have been noted by other authors (McCave et al., 1995; Parent et al., 2019; Strom et 

al., 2019; Culp et al., 2021) to sort according to flow velocity. Prieto (2016) in a survey 

of CBC deposits globally noted that many had a fine-sand-to-silt composition. For this 

study we will utilize silt sized sediments.  

 

Silt-sized crystalline silica was purchased from the U.S. Silica Company as 

sediment for this study. It has a specific gravity of 2.65 g/cc and has a chemical 

composition of almost 100% quartz (SiO2) with traces of Aluminum oxide <1.1%, Iron 

oxide <0.1%, and Titanium oxide <0.1%. The manufacturers state that the material may 

contain more than 10% of particles below 10 µm (not in the sortable silt fraction). 
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A Leica DM2500P was used to take high-resolution images of the sediment to 

examine grain size consistency and grain angularity (Fig. 5.3). A Bausch & Lomb 0.7X – 

3X Stereo Zoom Microscope was used to show accurate microscope images of the 

individual sediment grains (Fig. 5.4). These inspections revealed that the grain size 

distribution of the material falls within the majority D50 of ≤44 µm with trace amounts of 

clay size particles. Grains are highly angular. 

 
Figure 5.3 Leica DM2500P microscope images of (left) silica 200 (≤74 µm) and (right) 
silica 325 (≤44 µm) showing ~10% of particles not within the sortable silt fraction. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Silica 325 (≤44 um) microscope image using the Bausch & Lomb Stereo 
Zoom Microscope at 0.7X (left) and 3X (right) showing the high angularity of the silt 
particles. 
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5.3 Measurement Techniques 

 
Velocity, turbulence, and intensity are the main components of flow that affect the 

remobilization of sediment sizes along the ocean bottom. Since flow velocity often has 

multi-vectors, in this study we instead use the ‘base scalar flow speed’ proposed by 

McCave (2008) to talk about flow behavior and particle movement. As particles move 

and sort in response to the speed of the flow rather than the direction, using base scalar 

flow eliminates the vector connotation. To change the base scalar flow speed in this 

experiment, valve mechanisms have been added to the two 5 gallon-per-minute (GPM) 

SEAFLO pumps to adjust flow speed and ensure comparable speeds to real global 

deep ocean bottom current speeds. Base scalar flow speeds have been recorded and 

calibrated in the CBCF using the electromagnetic Hach FH950 Acoustic Velocity Meter 

(Fig. 5.5). 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Hach FH950 Acoustic Velocity Meter taking 30 second average flow speed 
recordings in the CBCF along the right (main experimental channel). 
 
 

Flow speed was examined to identify the extent of boundary influences on flow. As 

expected, high flow drag occurred along the flume walls but a clear zone of non-

Flow 
Outlet 
Height 
9 cm 
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inhibited flow occurred along the flume axis. Qualitative dye injection tests were 

conducted following construction of each of the subaqueous slopes (10º, 30º, and 50º), 

to examine the flow for any visual turbulence, backflow, drag, and eddying. No 

discontinuities of flow were seen prior to each experiment.  

 

A Creality CR-Scan 01 3D depth camera was used to collect high-resolution scans 

of the bedform surface as well as record small-scale elevation data (Fig. 5.6). The CR-

Scan 01 used structured light scanning technology maintaining an accuracy of 0.1 mm 

with a scanning resolution of 0.5 mm and provided detailed qualitative data for imaging 

both small-scale deposits and the overall large-scale geomorphologic surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Creality CR-Scan 01 3D Depth Camera key elements used to obtain high 
accuracy and resolution bedform images. 
 
 

A Sony A6000 16 – 50 mm Mirrorless Digital Camera, equipped with a f/3.5 – 5.6 

optical steady-shot (OSS) lens up to 11 fps, was able to capture high-resolution/high-

quality still images. The GoPro Hero 10 action camera known for its high durability and 

waterproof housing, allowed for in-channel submersible video recording of CBCF 

bottom current architectures.  
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5.4 Experimental Design and Flow Properties 

 
Slope physiographies were constructed by placing a 114.3 cm long wedge of 

fiberglass reinforced PVC sheet on the left side of the primary channel of the flume with 

a flat basin on the right side of the flume (looking down flow). Three separate 

experimental runs were done; Run 1 at a 10º slope (Fig. 5.7A); Run 2 at a 30º slope 

(Fig. 5.8A); and Run 3 at a 50º slope (Fig. 5.9A); resulting in slope-to-basin transition 

angles of 170º, 150º, and 130º; respectively. Base scalar flow speeds were measured 

for each of these physiographies in 30 second averages at three locations for the width 

of the channel (the basin plain, the transition, and up on the slope) along the last 40 cm 

of the slope physiography (Fig. 5.7B, 5.8B, and 5.9B). 

 

Measuring the base scalar flow speeds for the three slope-to-basin transitions, 

water depth was filled to 12.5 cm and the flume ran for four hours with the slope in place 

before recording flow speeds. Originally issuing flow from both pumps through separate 

outlets was observed to induce significant turbulence and upwelling of flow. Therefore, it 

was decided to allow both pumps to flow simultaneously out of the single bottom outlet 

at 9 cm above the flume base, drastically reducing upwelling produced by slight 

variations in outgoing flow speeds. The flume channel width for these experiments was 

19 cm. Flow measurements were confined to the distal 40 cm of the entire 114.3 cm 

length of the flume to minimize the impact of pump turbulence. 

 

On average, maximum flow speeds in contourite-covered areas reach 15 cm/s, with 

global ocean speeds reaching a maximum of 7.3 cm/s (Thran et al., 2018). This will be 
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used as the CBCF’s calibration for dynamic equilibrium as well as the confidence to 

recreate these natural processes moving forward. 

 

 
Figure 5.7 A) 114.3 cm long constructed PVC sheet 10º slope along the right side of the 
primary channel of the flume looking up flow. B) Base scalar flow speed data taken at 
10 cm intervals along the last 40 cm of the 10º slope at the basin, the transition, and 
slope. Flow speeds were measured 2.5 cm above the flume base at the central portions 
for each location. 
  

A B 
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Figure 5.8 A) 114.3 cm long constructed PVC sheet 30º slope along the right side of the 
primary channel of the flume looking up flow. B) Base scalar flow speed data taken at 
10 cm intervals along the last 40 cm of the 30º slope at the basin, the transition, and 
slope. Flow speeds were measured 2.5 cm above the flume base at the central portions 
for each location. 
  

A B 
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Figure 5.9 A) 114.3 cm long constructed PVC sheet 50º slope along the right side of the 
primary channel of the flume looking up flow. B) Base scalar flow speed data taken at 
10 cm intervals along the last 40 cm of the 50º slope at the basin, the transition, and 
slope. Flow speeds were measured 2.5 cm above the flume base at the central portions 
for each location. 
  

A B 
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Table 5.1 Base scalar flow speed and Froude number measurements between the 84 – 
114 cm marks down flume for Run 1 (10º slope; 170º transition angle), Run 2 (30º 
slope; 150º transition angle), and Run 3 (50º slope; 130º transition angle). 
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Using the base scalar flow speed and water depth data (12.5 cm), Froude Number 

was calculated with for each experimental run at three positions (basin plain, slope-to-

basin transition, and slope) across the width of the channel (Froude, 1861). The Froude 

number (Fr) is a dimensionless measurement to express the characteristics of flow as 

the ratio between inertial and gravitational forces to delineate the boundary between 

laminar and turbulent flow conditions. Defined by: (equation 5.1) 

𝐹𝑟 = !"#$%!&'	)*$+#,
-$&.!%&%!*"&'	)*$+#,

=	 /
Ö-0

          (5.1) 

where 𝑉 = the bulk flow velocity, 𝑔 = gravitational acceleration, and 𝑑 = water depth; 

when Fr > 1 (supercritical flow), gravitational forces dominate leading to more rapid 

laminar flow conditions in which waves (surface and bedform) can migrate upstream; 

when Fr < 1 (subcritical), inertial forces dominate leading to more tranquil turbulent flow 

conditions in which waves (surface and bedform) cannot migrate upstream; and when 

Fr = 1, the waves (surface and bedform) will remain stationary (Collinson et al., 2006).  

 

After calculating the Froude numbers along the last 40 cm down flow, it is clear the 

numbers fall well below the threshold of Fr = 1 or Fr > 1. These calculations show Fr < 

1, meaning subcritical flow occurs where inertial forces dominate and bedforms cannot 

migrate up flow. However, when comparing the Froude numbers across the three 

varying slope transitions, current confinement (i.e., steeper slopes, narrower transition 

angles) leads to higher Froude numbers along each point of the basin plain, the point of 

transition, and up on the slope. 

 
Calculating the Froude numbers for each experimental run at each location allows 

for a better understanding of the dominant forces controlling flow properties in the CBCF 
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and how it influences the shape, migration direction, and bedform types deposited 

across the profile for each experiment.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 
PHYSICAL MODELS AND THE CBCF METHOD 

 

6.1 Limitations of these Physical Models 

 
Any physical sedimentology model, regardless of scale, comes with its limitations. 

These experiments are not meant to be exact scaled models of nature, but a qualitative 

model that allows us to observe the process and how it responds to changes under 

controlled conditions while changing one independent variable (i.e., degree of slope). 

The limitations in this study include: 1) Slope dips. Slope dips along continental margins 

range from ~1º up to 13º (Rebesco et al., 2007; Hernández-Molina et al., 2008). Slope 

dips in this study are approximately 10X what is seen in nature allowing for a range 

suitable to engage significant differences in process. 2) Sediment heterogeneity and 

grain sizes. Prieto (2016) documented global occurrences of CBC deposits containing 

sediment types that range from coarse sand to clay. However, in this study we have 

chosen to use a well-sorted sediment (10 – 74 µm) similar in nature to that used by 

(Hamm and Dade, 2013; Parent et al., 2019; Strom et al., 2019; Culp et al., 2021) in 

their experiments. See Culp et al. (2021) for further discussion. 3) Boundary conditions. 

Friction and flow drag along the glass and central island/divider walls of the flume will 

reduce flow velocity along the margins of the open flow channel. When creating 

bedform stability, continuous undisturbed flow is vital. Therefore, the central portions of 

the open flow area will be more representative of un-impeded flow and un-impeded flow 

deposits. However, with this said, boundary conditions mimic the true seafloor 
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complexity, and we expect to learn from the anisotropy of the structure-flow interaction. 

4) Non-erodible material. The slope and base of flume areas are constructed of non-

erodible material, therefore all features in the flume are constructional, or reworked. 5) 

Flume surface irregularities. Three sheets of fiberglass reinforced PVC were joined and 

secured to the flume base using silicon adhesive. Irregularities in this adhesive had the 

unintended consequences of acting as a node for sedimentation, as discussed in 

Chapter 8 and emphasizes the importance of removing irregularities from your 

depositional surface prior to initiating an experiment. 6) Finally, the pressure, 

temperature, and salinity in this flume study do not compare to the real natural deep 

ocean setting 

 

6.2 Experimental Procedure 

 
The process followed in each experimental run is as follows. With the desired slope 

physiography in place and a channel width of 19 cm, the CBCF is filled with 12.5 cm of 

cold (~50ºF) fresh water while priming the two 5 GPM pumps during this process. 

Before turning the pumps on, dust/debris is cleared from the water column using a fine 

fish net, and atmospheric gas bubbles are removed as they coalesce on microscopic 

imperfections along the hard surfaces of the channel and can interfere with sediment 

bedform production and affect flow conditions. The pumps are then turned on and 

unidirectional flow is circulated in the flume for four hours to achieve a dynamic 

equilibrium, a state of predictable base scalar flow speed throughout the entire channel 

of the flume. After the initial four hours of flow, 1.5 kg of sediment (10 – 74 µm) is added 

slowly using a flour/baking sifter at the first flow corner in the distal end of the flume so 
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any sediment that reaches the slope primary channel is remobilized and reworked. 

Once all the sediment is added, the CBCF is left to run for another four hours. After the 

four-hour run time, the flume is shut off and water is siphoned out of the flume while 

clean water is added simultaneously to maintain water depth and increase visibility. 

Through this process all the features inside the CBCF become clearly visible. The 

internal strip lights, lining the left inside wall of the flume (the stadium shaped divider) 

are then turned on to illuminate the tank for increased visibility. High resolution images 

are collected using the GoPro Hero 10 and the Sony A6000 to enable measurements of 

bedforms and other architectures.  

  

To image the slope features using the Creality CR-Scan 01 3D depth camera, the 

pumps are turned off as the movement of water and sediment will affect the quality of 

the scan. Once the brightness, frame rate, and scan heights are calibrated for the 

specific slope, high-resolution three-dimensional scans are taken of the entire meter-

long channel.   
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CHAPTER 7 

 
BEDFORMS AND BEDFORM MEASUREMENTS 

 
Six primary architectural elements were developed in these experimental runs. 

These include 1) moat, 2) moat levees, 3) elongated drifts, 4) solitary bedforms, 5) 

longitudinal bedforms, and 6) ripples. However, moat levees and longitudinal bedforms 

only developed in Experimental Run 1 (10º slope;170º transition angle). Measurements 

taken of these depositional features were taken using high-resolution still photographs 

from the Sony A6000 and the Creality CR-Scan 01. The Creality CR-Scan 01 3D depth 

scanner used in this study collected data points at ~20 frames per second across the 

entire geomorphological surface. Although the scanner employed in this study is 

capable of resolving millimeter scale heights, those data must be collected in an aerial 

environment. The nature of this setting as subaqueous reduced the vertical resolution of 

the scanner. Thus, we will show how each bedform can be interpreted based on spatial 

shape and subtle vertical differences. Each feature and how it is documented is 

described below. 

 

7.1 Moat 

 
Bottom current associated moats often parallel the continental margin/slope as 

geostrophic currents steered by Coriolis forces (Hernández-Molina et al., 2008). As 

these currents interact with such obstacles, flow velocity increases leading to sediment 

erosion (Johnson and Lonsdale, 1976). Moats are a principal erosional/non-depositional 

element with deposition primarily occurring on the downslope side while erosion 
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controls the upslope side (Rebesco et al., 2014). These features, both modern and 

ancient, have been documented to occur along continental margins across global ocean 

basins (McCave and Tucholke, 1986; McCave and Carter, 1997; Sansom, 2018; 

Hernández-Molina et al., 2009; Alves, 2010; Chen et al., 2014; Masson et al., 2002; 

Denny et al., 1994; Juan et al., 2018). Measurements were collected on the moat’s 

width; measurements from moat bank to moat bank, and sinuosity; calculated as the 

sinuous moat length divided by the straight-line length. Although the moat is a 

constructional feature, having no basal sediment to cut into, it is a confined-flow feature, 

being confined either by basinward-elongated drifts acting as a basin side levee (Runs 

1, 2, and 3) and the continental slope (Runs 2 and 3) or confined in the up-slope 

direction by up-slope levee development (Run 1). The depth of the moat does appear to 

vary based upon visual inspection. 

 

7.2 Moat Levees 

 
Levees are elevated surfaces of fine-grained material built up on the flanks of 

channels and have been documented to frequently occur in continuous current 

conditions (Akhmetzhanov et al., 2007). They are constructional features shown to vary 

in height (Llave et al., 2007) but heights are often unspecified except to indicate they 

parallel the “channels” they associate with, some being more than 30 km in length 

(Viana et al., 2007). The levee in this study developed in Experimental Run 1 (10º slope; 

170º transition angle) appeared to parallel the up-dip side of the constructional moat 

along its entire length (114 cm). Elongated drifts and moat levees are both mounded 

constructional features which serve to confine flow within the moat. The distinction 
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between elongated drifts and moat levees is defined by their location along the slope-to-

basin profile as well as their primary formation mechanism caused by superimposed 

bedforms. Elongated drifts possess a flat erosional basal surface on the flat basin floor 

and moat levees have an angular depositional basal surface along the toe-of-slope 

regions (Faugères et al., 1999). Elongated drifts are built by the smaller scale bedforms 

eroding and migrating on its surface, while moat levees show a lack of superimposed 

bedforms built primarily by marginal freezing of sediment deposition outside of the moat 

channel (Sylvester et al., 2011; Pickering et al., 2015). 

 

7.3 Elongated Drifts 

 
Elongated drifts are depositional features that are common in continuous current 

settings, parallel the continental margin, and often transition from coarser to finer grain 

sizes in the basinward direction (Rebesco et al., 2014). In this study, elongated drift 

deposits are confined to the basinward-side of the moat and act as a confining margin 

to flow. Although thicknesses do appear to vary between runs; ranging from 0 cm (Run 

1) to up to 1 cm, measurements of thickness were not feasible. These drifts show 

“straight-swept ripples” (see discussion below) superimposed on their larger surface. 

 

7.4 Solitary Bedforms 

 
Barchan dunes are common depositional features seen in a variety of settings from 

deserts to deep ocean (Beelen, 2019; Maill, 1996; Cooke and Warren, 1973; Pickering 

and Hiscott, 2016; Wynn et al., 2002a, Wynn and Stow, 2002b). In deep ocean 
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continuous current settings, these dune forms are pervasive with examples from the 

Southern Adriatic Margin (Verdicchio et al., 2007), the continental slope of Northwest 

Europe (Kenyon, 1986), the west Shetland slope of the Faeroe-Shetland Channel in the 

north-east Atlantic (Masson, 2001), the northern Rockall Trough (Masson et al., 2004) 

on the reworking of sand reposits of the Mississippi deep-sea fan in the Gulf of Mexico 

(Kenyon et al., 2002), and other prominent subaqueous deep ocean drift systems (see 

Beelen, 2021 for summary). In this study, the formation of solitary bedforms taking a 

transverse barchan dune geometry was seen in all runs very specifically located at ~30 

cm and ~90 cm from the pump head of the flume down flow. A small irregularity in the 

underlying flume surface facilitated deposition of this feature and will be discussed in 

Chapter 9. Measurements of these solitary bedforms were taken of the maximum length 

and maximum width of the feature. Thicknesses were not specifically measured but the 

deposit appears to overwhelm the depth of the constructional moat enabling dune 

progradation beyond the moat margins. 

 

7.5 Longitudinal Bedforms 

 
Longitudinal bedforms in nature can be found in both deep water and subaerial 

aeolian systems (Cooke and Warren, 1973; Collinson et al., 2006; Stow et al., 2009; 

Rebesco et al., 2014). The bedform velocity matrix proposed by McCave (2009) 

highlights the relationships between grain sizes and flow velocities and their resultant 

depositional bedforms under the influence of deep-ocean bottom currents. The 

longitudinal bedforms range in grain size from clay/silt to gravel and shape and include 

surface lineations, groove and ridges, furrows, and ribbons. In Experimental Run 1, a 
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large, moat-confined longitudinal bedform formed showing a sinuous crestline parallel to 

flow direction and paralleling the moat axis along the entire length of the moat. The 

bedform does appear to taper from downstream of the solitary bedform to zero 

thickness at the 105 cm mark. Its width averages 0.5 cm wide to the solitary bedform at 

~90 cm, then tapers the remaining 15 cm to zero.  

 

7.6 Ripples 

 
Ripples are complex bedforms characterized by regularly spaced undulations on a 

sedimentary surface (Collinson et al., 2006). They are the most common sedimentary 

bedform seen in the experiments occurring in all experimental runs, and throughout all 

regions of the depositional surface. Collinson et al. provides a classification of ripple 

types based on planform shape that is used in this study (Fig. 7.1). Ripple forms 

occurring in these experiments include straight-swept ripples, linguoid ripples, and 

sinuous ripples; both in phase and out of phase. All ripples in these experiments exhibit 

an asymmetric cross-sectional shape with rounded crests down flow. In these 

experiments, ripples form both primary ripple fields on the continental slope and 

superimposed on the elongated drift. Many examples of deep ocean ripples are 

documented in literature (Elmendorf and Heezen, 1957; Heezen and Hollister, 1964; 

Stow and Lovell, 1979; Masson et al., 2004; Pickering and Hiscott, 2016).  
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Figure 7.1 Different plan view ripple geometries found in the CBCF during Experimental 
Runs 1, 2, and 3 using (Collinson et al., 2006) ripple classification. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE GEOMORPHOLOGY 

 

Three separate experiments were run, each using a different slope-to-basin 

transition angle (170°, 150°, and 130°) and different continental slope dips (10°, 30°, 

and 50°); respectfully. Each experiment developed a variety of erosional and 

depositional morphologies. The experimental setup, run times, and sediment types and 

volumes introduced were nearly identical during each experimental run with the only 

independent variable being the dip of slope along the left side primary channel (looking 

downflow) of the CBCF. In this chapter, I will detail the erosional and depositional 

geometries for each experimental run.  

 

8.1 Geomorphology of Experimental Run 1 Surface (10° Slope; 170° Transition 
Angle) 

 

The 10º slope, 170º transition angle experiment developed a broad (~2.0 – 3.5 cm) 

and shallow moat trending parallel to the base of the slope-to-basin transition zone 

along its entire 114.3 cm length. The moat, which had associated elevated levees along 

both of its sides, expressed a slight sinuosity at the flow outlet but it straightened out 

after the ~45 cm mark. As sinuosity decreased, the moat widened. The change in moat 

width varied slightly over the course of the 114 cm slope ranging from ~3.5 cm at the 

pump outlet, ~2 cm at the middle of the slope, and back to ~3.5 cm towards the end of 

the slope (Fig. 8.1). The moat showed well-developed sinuosity of ~1.2 in the upper 45 

cm. Within the moat, two primary bedforms developed; a solitary bedform expressing a 
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barchan geometry approximately 90 cm down-current (Fig. 8.1) and one central 

longitudinal bedform which occurred from 0 to 105 cm down the moat axis. The 

longitudinal bedform is located within the center of the moat averaging 0.5 cm wide and 

tapers off to zero at the 105 cm mark to the end of the flume.  

 
Figure 8.1 Map view over the last 30 cm of the 10º slope; 170º transition angle showing 
slight variation in moat thickness, slope-side levee, solitary bedform 2 confined to the 
moat, elongated drift, straight-swept ripples, and longitudinal bedform. 
 
 

Sedimentary bedforms evolving beyond the moat margins included a slope-side 

moat levee, a basinward-side elongated drift, and three-dimensional ripples 

superimposed on both the drift surface and on the slope surface. The elongated drift is 

built up basinward of the moat and appears to grow wider as the moat sinuosity 

Slope Side Levee Longitudinal Bedform 
Solitary Bedform 2 

Elongated Drift 

Moat 

30 cm 

Straight-Swept Ripples 
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decreased along the middle portion of the slope. Between ~40 to ~80 cm along slope, 

the drift is approximately 6 cm wide while in the narrower portions of the drift, between 0 

and ~40 cm and ~80 to 114 cm, the drift is approximately 4 cm wide. On the drift, a 

small area of approximately 10 cm long located at the 6 cm wide region of the drift is 

devoid of sediment, exposing the underlying glass at the base of the drift. Lower profile 

and lower angle three-dimensional ripples perpendicular to flow actively migrate both 

over the basinward drift and up on the continental slope. Those on the slope appear to 

overlie an earlier elongate moat-like feature; moat 2 (Fig. 8.2) The origin of this feature 

is not well understood, as water turbidity and suspended sediment prohibited watching 

its formation in real time. This feature appears to be separated from the more basinward 

moat 1 by a levee construct on the slope that parallels the entire length of the moats. 

The ripples are small in nature and appear mostly straight to slightly sinuously crested, 

oriented perpendicular to the moat and flow direction.  
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Figure 8.2 Elongated profile of the 10º slope; 170º transition angle with associated slope 
parallel moat and depositional bedforms. 
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8.2 Geomorphology of Experimental Run 2 Surface (30° Slope; 150° Transition 
Angle) 

 

ER2 conditions resulted in the development of a slightly narrower and deeper moat 

than occurred in ER1. Width of the ER2 moat ranged from ~1 to ~2.5 cm wide (Fig. 8.3). 

The moat showed slight sinuosity; ~1.1 along the first ~35 cm from the flow outlet, then 

continued as a straight feature paralleling the toe of the continental slope. Depositional 

bedforms include two solitary bedforms, an elongated drift, and linear three-dimensional 

ripples. The solitary bedforms present within the moat are approximately 30 and 90 cm 

down flow; respectively, parallel to the slope. These bedforms are confined totally within 

the margins of the moat and are ~2 cm wide and ~2.5 cm long. They show sinuous 

crestlines taking on a barchan shape geometry and appear to grow to heights that divert 

flow to the surrounding lower slope. The elongated drift is a wide (~3.5 – 5 cm) 

depositional feature that occurs along the entire 114 cm length of the CBCF. Numerous 

smaller ripple bedforms are superimposed on the top of the drift. These bedforms 

appear to source small gravity flow sediment deposits off the crest of the ripples into the 

adjacent moat. 
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Figure 8.3 Map view over the last 55 cm of the 30º slope; 150º transition angle showing 
a narrower moat, slight moat sinuosity, solitary bedform 2 confined to the moat, sinuous 
in- and out-of-phase ripples, oblique sediment wave ripples, an elongated drift, straight-
swept ripples, and an apron of mass failure grain flows/head scarps. 
 

Ripples generated during Experimental Run 2 were found superimposed on the 

elongated drift and also extending well up on the slope itself (Fig. 8.4). Ripples were 

three-dimensional and asymmetrical in cross-sectional form and occurred as three 

types: straight-swept ripples, sinuous in-phase ripples, and sinuous out-of-phase 

ripples; see Chapter 7 for detailed explanation of these ripple forms. The straight-swept 

ripples occur almost entirely on the elongated drift. These ripples are slightly higher 

angle oriented perpendicular to the flow and moat spanning from the moat margin to the 

flume edge (glass side) in the area from ~40 cm to ~100 cm down flume. However, their 

extent decreases systematically after ~70 cm to the end of the moat, becoming 

minimally developed between ~85 cm and the end of the flume. 
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The sinuous in- and out-of-phase ripples occur up on the slope (Fig. 8.4). Ripples 

on the 30° continental slope become less pronounced (i.e., shorter) and appear more 

broadly spaced as you move down flume but remain asymmetric in cross-sectional form 

down current. Down-continental slope moving submarine grain flows form an apron of 

sediment failure deposits at the toe-of-slope along the entire length of the flume (Fig. 

8.4). Their concentration appears higher past the 70 cm mark down flume, a 

phenomenon that appears to coincide with a decrease in ripple height and occurrence 

on the slope. These grain flows originate from individual head scarp failures that lie 

approximately 3.5 cm upslope. Their size varies; however, the head scarp and grain 

flow margins are clear with flows frequently overlapping one another in an apron format. 

They deposit grain flows that vary in size and their apron often overlies the sediment 

within the moat along the slope side of the moat. They extend over approximately 15% 

of the moat margin. Similar grain flows do not appear in Experimental Run 1 (10°) and 

they do not appear in Experimental Run 3 (50°) as discussed below. 
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Fig. 8.4 Elongated profile of the 30º slope; 150º transition angle with associated slope 
parallel moat and depositional bedforms. 
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8.3 Geomorphology of Experimental Run Surface 3 (50° Slope; 130° Transition 
Angle) 

 

A narrow (~0.75 cm to ~1.5 cm) moat developed in Experimental Run 3, paralleling 

the toe-of-slope the entire 114 cm length of the flume (Fig. 8.5). The moat exhibited 

almost no sinuosity, but moat width varies slightly over the course to the 114.3 cm flume 

length, ranging from ~1.5 cm at the pump outlet, to ~0.75 cm at the middle of the flume, 

to ~1 cm toward the end of the flume (Fig. 8.5). 

 

Bedforms formed during ER3 included two solitary bedforms confined to the moat, 

an elongated drift formed on the basinward side of the moat, and linear three-

dimensional ripples throughout the entire flume surface. The solitary bedforms present 

within the moat are approximately 30 and 90 cm down flow, respectively, parallel to the 

slope. These bedforms exhibit a barchan geometry that are confined totally within the 

margins of the moat and are ~2 cm maximum width and ~2 cm maximum length. They 

show sinuous crestlines and appear to grow to heights that divert flow to the 

surrounding lower slope. The elongated drift is a wide (~3.5 to ~4 cm) depositional 

feature that occurs along the entire length of the CBCF. It is convex up and asymmetric 

toward the basin, which in this experiment is away from the moat. Numerous smaller 

ripple bedforms are superimposed on the top of the drift. Similar to previous 

experiments 1 and 2, these bedforms appear to source sediment deposits off the crest 

of the ripples into the adjacent moat. 
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Figure 8.5 Map view over the last 30 cm of the 50º slope; 130º transition angle showing 
a narrow moat, solitary bedform 2 confined to the moat, oblique sediment wave ripples, 
three-dimensional straight-swept ripples, linguoid ripples, collapsed linguoid ripple 
sediment gravity flows along the toe-of-slope, and an elongated drift. 
 
 

In addition to ripples superimposed on the elongated drift, mega-ripples are 

distributed along the designed slope from the ~30 cm down-current mark until the end of 

the flume. Bedforms on the basinward-drift side of the moat show high angles 

perpendicular to the orientation of flow, while mega-ripple bedforms on the continental 

slope side of the channel show a more crestal cuspate form and impinge upon the moat 

at an average crest angle of 20°. These ripples are both sinuous in-phase and straight-

swept in their forms becoming more distinct and spatially separated from each other 

down flume. Ripples likewise transition spatially from round-crested sinuous in-phase in 

form to become more linguoid in form as they impinge along the toe-of-slope, 
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sometimes collapsing into the moat as solitary sediment gravity flows (Fig. 8.5). On the 

upper slope, the transition to near zero sediment is abrupt (Fig. 8.6). Although water 

turbidity and suspended sediment made it difficult to confirm migration direction, the 

asymmetry suggests upslope bedforms are migrating oblique to the current flow. 

Compared to Experimental Runs 1 and 2, Experimental Run 3 shows the highest 

percentage of ripple bedforms preserved on its surface.  
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Figure 8.6 Elongated profile of the 50º slope; 130º transition angle with associated slope 
parallel moat and associated bedforms. 
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8.4 Drift Relationships 

 
Table 9.1 highlights the key geometries of the drifts developed in Experimental 

Runs 1,2, and 3. The drift deposits, located parallel to the moat along the basinward 

side of the moat, ran the length of the flume in all experiments. 

 

The total area of the basinward-side drift is influenced in the CBCF by the width of 

the moat, as the moat acts as a boundary condition for the drift’s landward margin 

development. In all experiments the drift is wider in the central portions of the flume. It 

was observed that a large (10 cm long) area of the drift was devoid of sediment 

deposited under 10° slope conditions, possibly an indication of limited sediment 

available to build the drift, leaving it patchy (Stow et al., 2008). 

 
Table 8.1 Key drift characteristics for each Experimental Run. 
 
Key Characteristics Run 1 – 10° Slope Run 2 – 30° Slope Run 3 – 50° Slope 

Drift Length 114.3 cm 114.3 cm 114.3 cm 

Drift Width ~3 to ~4 cm ~3 to ~4.5 cm ~3.5 to ~4.5 cm 

Drift Thickness Low Moderate High 

Average Flow 
Speed 

4.58 cm/s 5.08 cm/s 7.08 cm/s 
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CHAPTER 9 

 
INTERPRETATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Some of the key observations made (Fig. 9.1) in this experimental modeling of 

continental slope dip changes and their effect on the geomorphology of toe-of-slope 

continuous current influenced systems are discussed below.  

 
Figure 9.1 Creality CR-Scan 01 3D depth scan images of Experimental Runs 1, 2, and 3 
highlighting the along-slope moat width and sinuosity changes, elongated drifts, and 
large scale bedforms found within the moat and within the continental toe-of-slope 
settings. 
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9.1 Sediment gravity flow development under the influence of continuous 
currents 

 
Gravity induced sediment failures play a larger role in this depositional system than 

was anticipated. They occur in a variety of settings; as smaller-scale failures occurring 

from the crests of straight-swept ripples superimposed over the drift deposits (Fig. 9.2), 

as grain flow aprons impinging on the continental slope side of the moat (Fig. 9.3), and 

as solitary grain flows from collapsed linguoid ripples (Fig. 9.4). However, there was not 

a systematic relationship to slope dip and failure propensity, leading this author to 

suggest more complex controls on sediment failure than simply slope dip.  

 

 
Figure 9.2 Small-scale sediment failures impinging into the adjacent regions of the moat 
occurring from the crests of straight-swept ripples superimposed on the elongated drift. 
Experimental Run 1 (10º slope; 170º transition angle). 
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Figure 9.3 Slope head scarps with grain flow apron impinging into the continental slope 
side of the along-slope moat. Experimental Run 2 (30º slope; 150º transition angle). 
 
 

 
Figure 9.4 Solitary sediment gravity flows from collapsed linguoid ripples. Experimental 
Run 3 (50º slope; 130º transition angle). 
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During the 10° slope run, no sediment failures were seen on the slope side of the 

experiment, however small-scale flows were observed occurring off the crests of 

straight-swept ripples that cover the basinward-elongated drift, impinging into the 

adjacent regions of the moat. During the 30° slope run, sediments wedged, thickening 

from the upper slope to the lower slope toward the toe-of-slope and the moat. This 

thickening created a steepening of the lower face of the wedge and forms an unstable 

system that resulted in spatially extensive grain flow failures along the toe-of-slope 

transition. This process placed lower slope sediment over the moat fill in the later stages 

of its development. During the 50° slope run, large scale ripples to linguoid dunes 

hosted individual point-sourced gravity flows. 

 

Head scarps and grain flows observed in these experimental runs are analogous to 

debris flows occurring along slope in natural toe-of-slope settings. Debris flows have 

been documented as a component of sediment in these deep ocean systems (Howe et 

al., 2006; Laberg and Camerlenghi, 2008; Rooji et al., 2010;). Viana et al. (2007) 

documented sandy debris flowing downslope perpendicular to a salt cored anticline 

which are reworked by the Southern Ocean Current in the Santos Basin, Brazil, in the 

adjacent basin low. They attribute these flows to the steep slopes formed by the salt 

cored graben. However, we see such debris flows occurring in the absence of anticlinal 

uplift, solely related to the way sediments are building up on the slope in response to 

continuous current sedimentation. When exploring for reservoirs in these toe-of-slope 

wedges, it should not be assumed that the downslope sediments are originating from 

some continental margin coarser grained source. They may instead be solely sourced 
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from the deep ocean current processes and more distal hosts. These deposits will have 

a muddy-silty character and be quite chaotic in nature, presenting low permeability 

barriers within moat deposits. 

 

9.2 Impact of transition angle changes on moat constructional morphology 

 
Table 10.1 highlights the key geometries of each moat developed in Experimental 

Runs 1, 2, and 3. Within each experiment a constructional moat developed, extending 

the entire length of the flume (114.3 cm). These data show that as the degree of slope 

transition increases, the moat width decreases. Furthermore, the overall sinuosity of the 

moat decreases as the slope increases (i.e., the transition angle between slope and 

basin decreases). 

 

Turbulence is a necessary variable to facilitate the development of sinuosity in 

submarine channels (Hosegood and van Haren, 2003). In the experimental flume two 

streams of water; one issuing from the pump outlet and one issuing from the return flow 

corner interact in the proximal areas of the flume to create turbulent eddies. Given 

space, these eddies will encourage the development of a sinuous moat. In ER1, the 

broad slope-to-basin transition angle likely allows the space needed for the 

development of sinuosity in the moat. As the slope-to-basin transition angle is lowered 

(i.e., slope increases) the moat becomes more confined and is less likely to develop a 

sinuous shape. Likewise, flow is physically confined, increasing speed and decreasing 

vector dispersion (Hogg, 1983). Thus, decreasing turbulence and creating a more 

laminar flow behavior. 
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Table 9.1 Key moat characteristics for each Experimental Run. 
 
Key Characteristics Experimental Run 1 

(10° Slope; 170° 

Transition Angle) 

Experimental Run 2 

(30° Slope; 130° 

Transition Angle) 

Experimental Run 3 

(50° Slope; 150° 

Transition Angle) 

Moat Length 114.3 cm 114.3 cm 114.3 cm 

Moat Width ~2 to ~3.5 cm ~1 to ~2.5 cm ~0.75 to ~1.5 cm 

Moat Sinuosity High Moderate Low 

Average Channel 
Flow Speed 

4.58 cm/s 5.08 cm/s 7.08 m/s 

 
 
9.3 Influence of slope dip on the development of continental slope sedimentary 

bedforms associated with continuous current processes 
 

Ripple shapes reflect the availability of sediment and the distribution of flow speed 

and variance along a surface (Wynn and Stow, 2002b; Masson et al., 2004; Stow et al., 

2009) These facts are reflected in the variety of bedform types and the variability among 

type populations seen in different experimental runs of this study. Below we examine 

the nature of ripples in each experimental run and will discuss the interpreted causes of 

variability among each population.  

 

In Run 1 (10° slope) substantial ripples were not developed on the slope, but ripples 

did develop on the drift. Those ripples were all in-phase and straight-swept at lower 

angles (~10 – 15°) perpendicular to flow. In Run 2 (30° slope), many out-of-phase ripple 

trains developed on the slope. In contrast, all the ripples developed on the elongated 
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drift were in-phase and straight-swept exhibiting slightly larger angles (~20 – 30°) 

perpendicular to flow compared to ER1. Ripples migrating oblique to the moat impinged 

upon the moat at a variety of angles ranging from ~10° to some negative angles of up to 

~15°. These negatively-oriented crestlines mark the edge of out-of-phase ripple trains. 

Finally, in Run 3 (50° slope), all the ripple trains developed on the slope and on the drift 

were in-phase. Straight-swept ripples occurring superimposed on the drift were the 

highest angle (~30 – 40°) perpendicular to flow compared to ER1 and ER2. Ripples 

impinged upon the moat at ~45° angle. However, the crests of the ripples turned as one 

moves up-slope, with the crestal planform angles decreasing to ~10° at a line 

approximately 5 cm away from the moat axis. 

 

There are some unique ripples developed in the distal upper slope areas of the 30° 

slope in ER2. These ripples appear very straight crested with crests oriented at ~45° to 

the moat axis. We are unsure of the flow processes responsible for these ripples. It 

could be a phenomenon associated with flow cascade over the lip of the slope 

construct. We suggest caution in interpreting these features. 

 

Capturing the spatial shape of ripple trains is important. In-phase versus out-of-

phase ripple trains will have different cross-sectional geometries (Fig. 9.2). Proper 

correlation has implications for reservoir volume calculations, as well as correlation 

geometries. Seismic data often lack the vertical resolution to properly define in-phase or 

out-of-phase bedforms, however, the line and trace spacing will enable one to “detect” 

the planform shape using seismic attributes. 
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9.4 Influence of original surface irregularities on sediment deposition 

 
Deep-ocean current transported sediments require an obstruction or node upon 

which to initiate deposition. The solitary bedforms that formed in each experiment 

formed as a function of a small irregularity in the underlying flume surface where the 

edges of the fiberglass reinforced PVC sheets were used to build the flume base 

secured together by silicon adhesive. These irregularities at ~30 cm and ~90 cm down 

flume provided enough flow disturbance near the toe-of-slope regions to initiate 

sediment deposition, resulting in consistent development in each run of solitary 

bedforms expressing barchan geometries. Each bedform remained stationary and 

confined to the moat in a region of high and continuous sediment transport. Such 

bedforms have been shown to occur in nature in both aeolian and submarine settings in 

association with surface irregularities (Cooke and Warren, 1973; Stoker et al., 1998; 

Howe et al., 1998; Viana et al., 1998; Von Lom-Keil et al., 2002; Wynn and Stow, 

2002b). 
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Figure 9.5 A) Solitary bedform locations at ~30 and ~90 cm for Experimental Runs 1, 2, 
and 3; 10°, 30°, and 50° slopes; respectively, confined to the along-slope moat. B) 
CBCF basal surface showing regions of silicone adhesive used during flume base 
construction causing surface irregularities allowing for bedform formation and 
deposition. 
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CHAPTER 10 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

10.1 Results and Findings 

 
The CBCF is a useful physical model that effectively circulates water in a 

continuous motion at real-world global ocean current speeds and redistributes sediment 

types and bedforms (small- and large-scale) observed in bottom current environments. 

Implementing varying slope angles allow us to look at the influence of the continental 

slope dip on bedform development, and to examine the influence of changing slope-to-

basin transition angles on flows and resultant depositional and erosional features. A 

summary of key observations include:  

• Sinuosity of the moat increases as the angle of transition between the continental 

slope and the basin floor increases. 

• Sinuosity of the moat may most commonly occur in areas where different water 

masses come together to create turbulent eddies. 

• Width of the moat decreases as the transition angle decreases. 

• Sediments will spread much further up the continental slope with increasing 

transition angles. 

• Steeper dipping slopes and lower transition angles lead to increased mass 

failures along the slope sides of the moat and result in an introduction of mass 

failure sediments to adjacent regions of the moat. 
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• The bedforms migrating on the elongated drifts supplied additional sediment to 

the moat as small-scale crestal debris flows. 

• Irregularities on the basal seafloor lead to the generation of multi-scale bedforms, 

providing nodes for sediments to accumulate. 

• Bedforms found within the moat are controlled and confined to the moat 

geometry. 

• Base scalar flow speed increases as the slope-to-basin transition decreases. 

 
Similarities between Experimental Runs 1, 2, and 3 include: 
 

• Each experiment resulted in the formation of a constructional moat even in the 

absence of an erodible surface. The moat was bounded by levees and/or drift 

deposits. This result suggests that the moat is not necessarily an erosional 

feature but may be a constructional response to flow confinement. 

• Each experiment evolved an along-slope, constructional drift. 

• Each experiment saw the evolution of secondary bedforms in the moat, on the 

slope, and on the basin floor of the flume.  

 
 
10.1 Future Work 

 
This research has implications on understanding the influence of varying slope-to-

basin transition angles and its effect on the associated geomorphologic surface. Such 

observations can lead to de-risking of sediment bodies and bedform architectures in 

these types of toe-to-slope settings or enhance our understanding of how to stabilize 
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seafloor emplacements in these environments. Future experiments to be made in the 

CBCF include: 

1. Construct an initial erodible substrate to see how the ability to incise a moat 

impacts the surrounding deposits. 

2. Impose a single slope that changes dip angle down current to observe the 

slope-to-basin transition sedimentary geometries across a continuous spectrum 

under the influence of continuous currents. 

3. Change the density (temperature and salinity) of the water to observe the effects 

of a higher density fluid on the resultant bedform architectures. 

4. Introduce an upper-slope mass failure to observe how continuous bottom 

currents re-work and re-distribute sediment from the introduced failure along-

slope. 

5. Add an additional pulse of sediment supply after the first initial run to see how 

the moat incises and possibly migrates up-slope for each experiment. 

 

Utilizing the CBCF for these additional, detailed experiments would add great 

benefit to the understanding of these complex systems and give the scientific 

community a further physical backing for geomorphologic interpretations in these toe-of-

continental slope and slope-to-basin settings. 
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